ST LUKES AND BOTLEY SURGERY PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP
MINUTES
30th May 2018
Present

Apologies
2.0 Minutes
27/3/18
3.0 matters
arising

4 ESP Hub

5 Dementia
Friendly
plan
6.LWP PPG

Teresa Griffin(chair) Carol Duncan(secretary) Bronia Hallum(patient Services
manager) Clare Gray(reception and Site Lead) Maggy Parker, Jenny Little,
Joanne Taylor, Pauline Matthews, Maria White, Kerry March(Primary Care
Operations Manager and Care Navigator Lead, Eastleigh Southern Parishes
(ESP)
Diane Slater, Angela Brombley

Action

Approved
CQC report: Bronia reported that the CQC working group meets weekly to
progress matters highlighted in the CQC inspection on 12th Feb. The CQC had
revisited the surgery in April and a further report is awaited. Discussion
followed regarding improving communication to patients in general, and
particularly about the meaning of Special Measures, the Living Well
partnership and the use of terminology that is likely to cause confusion.
Suggestion that Teresa and Carol on behalf PPG, should be given the
opportunity to comment on future communication prior to circulation/
website inclusion.

Kerry described the extended out of hours service now provided at the Hub at
Hedge End Medical Centre, every evening, and weekends. This is funded by
ESP as an alternative choice of appointment times rather than an overspill
function. Bookings can only be made through the surgery and the workforce is
provided by the practices in the ESP Hub area. Staff include DRs, physios and
nurses and focus on chronic disease eg asthma, diabetes, dressings. Nurse
appointments are under subscribed whereas Drs appointments have 100%
uptake. Staff have read only ability to view record and an electronic summary
of consultations is sent to the practice of origin. The group suggested that
more detailed info re service be available on website, surgery newsletter and
surgery info leaflet. Possible expansion of service to include health checks,
mental health under discussion. Funding secure until March 2019. Tendering
process required by then.
Dementia friendly report: Bid is in for funding for building/door changes and
sineage. Dementia training yet to be set up by Carol/Clare
Teresa described the proposed development of the PPG across the whole LW
partnership, with focus on staff education, forms and poster promoting PPG
membership.
Jo tabled PPG info leaflets for discussion. These will be attached to
prescriptions and put in patient registration packs

Bronia

Bronia, Kerry

Carol, Clare

Jo

7 Friends
and family
feedback

Action plan has been sent to CCG. This needs adapting for patients to read.
Carol agreed to produce a first draft in patient friendly language.

8 Botley
surgery and
staffing

Plan to close Botley surgery on weds pm due to staff shortages, has been
shelved.
A new receptionist has been appointed and a reception apprentice is in post.
Dr Samantha Davies from Ladies Walk Surgery has commenced a weekly
INR(warfarin) clinic using the new equipment at St Lukes with excellent
feedback from patients

9
Information
Guide

Teresa met with Jacqui White from Botley Parish Council who is producing an
information leaflet to cover all available social support.

10
Healthwatch
Network

Teresa reported that Southampton CCG is allowing us to participate and
promote the PPG

AOB
It was noted that CCTV was to be installed in both surgeries.
Next meeting July 19th 7pm at St Lukes surgery.

Carol, Clare

